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ABSTRACT
fhis study presents an analysis of the college aehleve«aab 
of four hundred eixty atttdeats who began their college work at 
Kertheaet Junior College, Conroe, Louisiana* One hundred ninety-
, +r
three of these students continued their college work at Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute, Rustoa, Louisiana, end two hundred sixty- 
eevea transferred to Louisiana State University. For purposes of 
analyels, the students were grouped into three groups: those
having two canasters of Junior college work; those having three 
semesters ef Junior college work; and those hewing four semesters 
of Junior college work* The data for the students who trans­
ferred to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute and to Louisiana St&te 
University were treated separately. The criteria used were rank 
in high-echool class tad the point-hour ratio made in college.
The data were secured from the Begistrar's office at the 
Northeast Junior College, Monroe, Louisiana, the Registrar's 
office at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Huston, Louisiana, and 
the Registrar's office at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
Louisiana.
The results of the study show that; students who trans­
ferred to senior college with four semesters of junior college 
credit aade higher averages in senior college than the students 
who transferred to senior college with two and three semesters of 
junior college credit; the average in senior college the first
J
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&+ There id little difference in the quality of training 
received fey men and woaea, as both groups tmk® approximately 
equal averagec in senior college,
3, Students who took four semesters’ work in Junior col- 
lege sad* consistently higher grades in sealer college than 
students who transferred to senior college with fcis© end three 
ee&estere of junior college credit*
4, Ob the whole, students transferring to sealor colleges 
made shout the ssaae grades in Pnglish, EatBeaatice, History, 
Sociology, EcosQSies, Physics and Botany m  were nude by 4he 




The four most widely zee cruized functions of the junior 
collage ««r» designated by Thomas1 in bis doctoral dissertation 
at Stanford University in 1926* as poplar 1 sing, preparatory, 
terminal and guidance.
This study is an evaluation of tbs preparatory function of 
Northwest Junior Collage, a branch of Louisiana state University, 
located at Honroe, Louisiana. Ho attempt is sonde In this study 
to evaluate any of the other functions of northeast Junior College. 
In select lag this function, the writer in no way minimizes the 
other functions, nor does he imply that the preparatory function 
is the meet important of the four*
The problem may be broken down into several specific ques­
tions as follows:
1* To what extent is Bortheast Junior Collage preparing 
its students to do further college work in institutions of 
higher learning?
2m Is the training offered to men and women the same?
1 f, w. Thomas, *a Study of Functions of the Public Junior 
College end the Srteat of Their Realization in California, ® 











Louisiana State University. One hundred ninety-three students * or 
all# amd forty-five hundredths per cent of th© total enrollment 
for tee period* continued tJ&sir college career at Louisiana loly- 
teehale Institute. Four hundred sixty students* or twenty-two and 
fifty-two hundredths per cent of the total enrollment from 1935 to 
1941* continued their college training in these two institutions 
of higher learning in Louisiana.
One of the objectives of northeast Junior College is stated 
as follows: "High school students of northeast Louisiana who plan
to attend the TMiversity are advised to attend the Northeast Junior 
College their freshman and sophomore years and then enter as juniors 
at Louisiana State Onlversity. Since the Culvers!ty is recommend­
ing that students in northwest Louisiana attend Northeast Junior 
College their first two years at college, it Is important to know 
how well northeast Junior College is preparing the students to do 
further college work* The dean and faculty at Northeast Junior 
Collage should knew the rating their students are making in senior 
colleges in order that adjustments may be made in the curricula, 
teaching load and schedule. Teaohers in senior colleges could use 
to advantage the information regarding the soholastie attainment 
In high school and junior college by Junior collage transfers*
a Bullet In of the northeast Junior College* Announcements g 
1947-1948* Vol. XVTZ* Bo. 1* May, 1947* p. 9*
4
Furthermore, the taxpayer of the state* who make possible the 
advantages and opportunities offered at Northeast Junior College, 
should he informed of the rating that the junior college has 
attained in training for further collage work.
L iu c ttx n tts  of Tm sromr
This study deals with only one of the four recognised func­
tions of the junior college* the preparatory function. Xt is lap* 
practicable to atteept an evaluation of ell the four functions in 
M e  study, therefore, the evaluation of the other functions will 
ha left to other research studies.
The writer has selected the years 1955 through 1941 for the 
study of students transferring to senior colleges. The study be­
gins the second year after Louisiana Stats University assumed con­
trol of the Junior College and continues until the beginning of 
the second world war, covering a period of seven years. This 
period of time was selected in order that a sufficient number of 
cases could he studied, hat did not extend beyond 1941 because of 
the low enrollment during the war. Students who have enrolled 
since the and of the war are still in school, and therefore have 
not had sufficient time to graduate*
During the period of seven years Included in the study, 
seven hundred sixteen students requested the registrar at North­
east Junior Collage to send their transcripts to eighty-one
5
dlffwwit eelltg«s and universities throughout the United Status« 
Five hundred twenty-eight students had their transcripts sent to 
Louisiana State University and Louisiana Polytechnic Destitute*
Of this fiustor, four hundred sixty students entered these tee 
Institutions for further college training* This study is limited 
to the students who enrolled at Louisians State University end 
Leuielene Polytechnic Institute, ss the number of students who 
transferred to each of the other seventy-nine institutions was so 
snail that a comparison of the work done hy such a small group 
mould net he significant*
DEVHLOPiaî iT Of TH2 JUNIOR COLLSG^
According to e masher of cur educational leaders, the Junior 
college idee was advocated hy henry P. T&ppan3 as early aa 1852 in 
his Inaugural address at the University of Michigan, however, it 
mas not until after 1900 that the Junior college became a part of 
our educational system*
la 1869 '£» V* Folwell,* proaident of the University of 
Minnesota suggested the same thing advocated hy Tappan, and In the 
early eighties president Edmund 1* lames of the University of
3 Walter C* Sella, The Junior College, (hew York: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1988), p. 45.
* Ibid.. 49.
Illinois aadt an ettawpt to Interest the authorities of the Cai~ 
Wfiilf of -fOansylvenia la a similar plan.®
ftwt attaapt to Hsnget« tie first too years from the
f
last too years of college work was made by the university of v 
Michigan la 1383, bat the plan was 8<k» abandoned because of admin- 
1st rat Its difficulties,^ Probably the outstanding result of this 
experiment mas the far reaching influence it had cm the Junior col­
lage som«st la California. Alexis Lang, a graduate student at 
Michigan at the tine the plan was tried, carried the idea to Cali­
fornia in 1390, where it ms put into practice at the University 
of California.7
Vlllian Rainey Harper, the first president of the diversity 
of Chicago, la frequently referred to as the "father of the Junior 
College Movement," Under his administration the University of 
Chicago separated the senior and junior colleges in 1Q9S*®
The first public junior college to be established in A m  rice, 
and still In existence Is Joliet Junior College, Joliet, Illinois,
® Leonard T. £cos, The Junior College Movement. (Mew Yorks 
Oina and Company, 1925), p. 237.
^ Sells, ô . cjt*, p. i6»
7 Sells, op. clt., p. 92.
® e. R. Harper, "President's Annual Heport, University of 
Chicago, July, 1902," Decennial Publications of the University 
of Chicago (Chicago, 1903) Vol. X, p. XOfl.
7
This junior college was established Is 1902* It owes its exist­
ence to the influence of harper, *ho advocated the development of 
the first two yeors of college in connection with the high school.9
Growth and development of the junior college movement was 
slow during .the early part of the twentieth centuryo By 1920 
there were only fifty-two junior colleges in the United States , 
with as enrollment of eight thousand one hundred two students .
From 1920 to 1940, the noaber of junior colleges eat abli shed 
increased rapidly* with the majority of those established in this 
period being private institutions* In 1920 four out of five jus- ̂ 
lor colleges were private* while in 1940 three out of five were j 
public institutions* B. h, Johnson,10 writing la School Review. 
predicts an expansion of the junior college during the next two 
decades equal to the expansion of the high school after the first 
world war*
* Sells, 0£. Pit*« p. 55.
10 B. L. Johnson, "Junior College Trends,** School Review. 
52:606, December, 1944.
8
Tto following tablo stows tto expansion of tto public junior 
eolloga sines 1931.
Number Public



















Ooalc S. Campbell, "Birectory of tto Junior Colleges," 
Junior College Joaiaal. 1:223, January, 1931; 2:233, January,
1932; 3:217, January, 1933; 4:203, January, 1934; 9:209, January, 
1939; 4:209, January, 1936; 7:209, January, 1937; 3:209, January, 
1938*
^  Salter Crosby Sells, "Mreetory of the Junior Colleges,” 
Junior Collage Journal. 9:211, January, 1939; 10:283, January, 
1940; 11:281, January, 1941; 12:279, January, 1942; 13:247, 
January, 1943; 14:217, January, 1944; 15:219, January, 1945*
13 Winifred R. Long, "Wrectory of tto Junior Colleges, * 
Junior College Journal. 16:215, January, 1946; 17:199, January,
HOBTiiSAiiT JUNIOR C0LUB3
9
The SorUtasi Junior CoXXogo was founded by the Ouachita 
Parish School Board and was Known, as the Ouachita Parish Junior 
College* The ooilogo was oporotoi hy the School Board from Sep­
tember 23, 1931 until July 10, 1934. A special act of the -Legis­
lature in 1934 authorized Louisiana State University to enter into 
on agreement with the Ouachita Parish School Board and operate the 
Junior Collage as a branch of Louisiana State University* The 
neat was changed from Ouachita Parish Junior College to Northeast 
Center, but was later changed to Northeast Junior College of 
Louisiana State University. By Act 291 of the 1944 Legislature, 
the title to all the property which had originally belonged to the 
Ouachita Parish School Board was authorized to be transferred to 
Louisiana State University. The transfer was made on October 31, 
1944.
The general catalogue of Northeast Junior College states 
the objectives of the junior college as follows:
It is the purpose of Louisiana otate University to bring 
the facilities of the University closer to the young men 
*nA weoen of northeast Louisiana at a greatly reduced cost.
The courses offered by the Northeast Junior College are, 
therefore, the same as those offered on the main ccunpua at 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. High school students of northeast 
Louisiana who plan to attend the University are advised to 
attend the Northeast Junior College during their freshman
10
and sophomore years and than enter as Junior* at Lou i at ana 
State University.14
The administration of Northeast Junior Collage is vested 
in a Dean of the college. Be works with the Dean of the Junior 
Division of Louisiana State University, who is co-ordinator of 
the junior colleges of the University* The faculty at Northeast 
Junior College have the same rank, salary and privileges as the 
faculty on the main campus at Baton Rouge. These advantages make 
it possible to attract a high type of teaching personnel.
Dally transportation is provided at a reasonable rate on 
the major highways within a range of sixty miles of the college, 
many students of Ouachita Parish are provided free transportation 
by means of school bus service of the parish.
DATA USED
The data in this study were obtained from the Registrar® s 
office at Northeast Junior College, Monroe» Louisiana; the Regis­
trar's office at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Huston, Louisi­
ana; and the Registrar’a office at Louisiana State University, 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
A copy of the transcript of each student who had two or 
more semesters work at Northeast Junior College and transferred
14 Bulletin of the Northeast Junior College, Announcements 
1947-1948, Vol. XVII, No. 1, May, 1947, p. 9.
to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute was secured fro® the Registrar* 
office at Northeast Junior College* The transcript showed the 
number of college hours taken and the grades earned in each course 
The grades were recorded as A, B» C, D» X and F. The point-hour 
ratio was calculated by diriding the total number of quality 
credits by the number of hours taken* The quality credits allowed 
by Northeast Junior College are: A, 3; Bt &; C, 1; &, X and F
nose for each seawater hour.
A copy of the student4 8 senior college transcript was 
obtained from the Registrar*s office at Louisiana Polytechnic 
Institute for the students who transferred to that institution 
from Northeast Junior College* The same type of grading system 
was used at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute as was used at North­
east Junior College* The point-hour ratio was computed in the 
sane manner as for the records at Northeast Junior College* The 
sane procedure was followed for the students who transferred to 
Louisiana State CniTorslty*
The rank in graduating class used in the study was obtained 
from the high school transcript on file in the Registrar*s office 
at Hortheast Junior Collage* The ranks ware emrerted into decile 
ranks for use in this study*
12
The order of presentation to follow Is: Chapter XI, suisBfcary
of related studios; Chapter III, analysis of records made at North­
east Junior College and records aade at Louisiana lolytsehnie Insti­
tute; Chapter X¥, analysis of records made at Northeast Junior 
College and records nade at Louisiana State University; Chapter ¥» 
comparison of aeadeole records of students transferring to Louisi­
ana State University from Northeast Junior Collage with records of 
students who had all their training at Louisiana State University; 
Chapter VI, suiassary and conclusions.
omptwt xx
issmmr of bbukted stud ies
2ver slAfid the establishment of Junior colleges, and the 
transfer of their students to Institutions of higher looming, 
there has boon considerable discussion as to whether the prepara­
tion of the transfers was as efficient as that of students of four 
roar Institutions. Several studios of this problem bars boon made, 
and the majority hero attached tbs problem froa tbs point of view 
of mean or median grade points for saoh group, wblls others have 
compared the results of individual courses to show an advantage 
favoring one of tbs groups.
In a stud/ by Stager,1 it was found that the Junior college 
transfers to Stanford University were inferior in Jaglish, Hi story 
and Political Science, to some extent in Chemistry and Physios, 
but were superior in Mathematics, These findings led bin to con­
clude that the library and laboratory facilities in the Junior 
colleges were inadequate.
In 1928 Sells2 studied a group of three hundred seventeen 
graduates of public Junior colleges who transferred to Stanford
1 Hanry W. Stager, "Comparative Study of Achievement of 
Junior College Transfers in Certain 3ubjeeta," California Quarterly 
of Secondary Kdacatlon. 9:341-49, June, 1934.
* Walter C. Jells, "University Records of students from 
Junior Colleges,” California Quarterly of Secondary Education, 
3:301-17, September, 1929.
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University. Their ability aa mensured by Thoradyke intelligence 
tests was markedly superior to that of students who had ail their 
training at Stanford University. than measured by their previous 
academic record* the sano results sore found to be true*
In their two years of residence at Stanford* the junior 
college group* after the first quarter* shooed superiority to a 
comparative group of Stanford University students who had their 
previous academic work at the university; this superiority in­
creased markedly in eaeh succeeding quarter of residence at the 
University. Twenty-four per sent of junior collage transfers re­
ceived graduation honors for superior scholastic records* whereas 
noraally only fifteen per cent receive graduation honors. In the 
case of junior college non* the difference in records when coopered 
with nan students who had all their work at Stanford* was distinctly 
si^if least* shewing a superiority for the transfer students*
A very eoaprehensive study was made at Berkeley in 1929 by 
Bach* Baker* and Syce. In this study the junior college non show 
an even nore striking superiority over the anlvarsity sen than was 
the ease at Stanford. The junior college women began with low 
records, but increased rapidly from semester to semester* and 
finished almost on par with the University of California women*
s 0. M. Bach* Dwight Baker and Mward ftyee* ”A Comparison 
of Scholastic Records of Junior College Transfers and Native 
Students at the University of California*4* California Quarterly of 
Secondary Bdacetloa. 4:201-13, April* 1929.
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Gongdon* esastined the records of transfer students entering 
the junior year of engineering college at the Uni varsity of 
MidMgtn and discovered that the transfer students had & Ulghd; 
scholastic eehievensnt than students ado entered the engineering 
college by other rootaa* These Junior college transfers maintained 
their scholastic superiority throughout their junior and sealer 
yeaxo of engineering work* The transfer group showed fewer students 
la saofeer who dropped out of school daring their junior sad senior 
years with doubtful scholastic records* A larger percentage of 
junior college entrants received graduation turners then any other 
group.
In a study of 4,323 students of the California public junior 
colleges who transferred to the University of California, Berkeley, 
the University of California, Los Angeles, Postons College, Badlands 
University, sad the University of Southern California, Hill^ shorn 
that less than one and two tenths per cent were disqualified at 
the end of their first semester*® work.
* Bray £• Co&gdon, *3o Junior College Transfers SucoeedT** 
Junior College Journal* 2:209-15, January, 1932*
5 K. 8* i&ll, "The Achievement of Public Junior Colleges 
of California," California Quarterly of Secondary Sducetloa. 
7:41-42, January, 1932.
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In a similar study, Watt and Teuton* shewed that junior 
college students alio later transferred to the University of south- 
era California made higher overage grade-point ratios than did the 
corresponding group of students in lower division work at the 
University of Southern California. The average difference was 
approximately three-tenths of a grade point* The transfer students 
showed less improvement during their final year then did students 
having all their college *ork at the University of Southern 
California.
7Total concluded from a study of twenty-two transfers from 
four Junior collages to Southeast Texas Teachers College, that the 
transfers are not more highly selected than those students who had 
all their work in senior college and survived to the senior year. 
(Ratio of 3«£0 to 3.18}. A slight gain was made hy the junior col­
lege group over the senior college group in scholarship between 
the first two jeers and the last two years. (Ratio of .55 to *38). 
Although the sample is small and may be considered unreliable, it 
does express tendencies that are suggestive*
* R. R. 8. Watt and V. C. Tout on, "Relative Scholastic 
Achievement of Native Students and Junior College Transfers at 
the University of Southern California," California Quarterly of 
Secondary Education, 5:848-348, April, 1930.
^ D. ?. Vo tear, "Scholarship of Junior College Transfers, * 
Junior College Journal, 2:873-74, February, 1932.
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Bellquiab8 nade a study of students having all their college 
soxk at the University of California and transfer students in 
Political Science at the Universi ty of California over a period 
core ring the years 1927 to 195?. During this period there were 
one thousand two hundred ninety-two students graduated as Politi­
cal Science xnjors. Of this nuab-r, two hundred sixty were trans­
fers from Junior colleges, one hundred fifty-three transfers free 
other institutions and eight hundred seventy-nine began their work 
at the University of California.
Tha grade-point average in Political Science of the Uni­
versity of California students was one and fifty-nine hundredths * 
with a range fron fifty-eight hundredths to three. The Junior col­
lege transfer average was one and fifty-one hundredths, with a 
range from eighty-seven hundredths to two and ninety-two hundredths. 
The Junior collage transfers showed a concentration around the grade 
"C". five of the University of California students graduated with 
an "A” average, but no junior college transfer was able to reach 
this high average.
In a study at the University of Arkansas by Carterich and 
Kerr,8 the following conclusions were reached:
8 Sri© Cyril Bellqaist, "Transfer Students in Political 
Science," Junior College Journal. 9:313-16, March, 1939.
8 J. B. Qerberleh and 7. 1. Kerr, "Success of Transfers at 
the University of Arkansas," Junior College Journal. 6:131-182, 
January, 1936.
m
1* Junior college transfers mde suck kicker grade~ point 
averages in junior colleges than did a comparable group of 
university entrants to the university*
2. It is probable that most of the difference results froax 
tk* difference in junior collage and university marking systems« 
3* Tbs transfer students attained a grade-poist average of 
three and forty-three hundredths for their fourth semester, and 
two and sixteen hundredths for their first semester at the 
university* In addition to the difference in marking systems, 
it is probable that the junior college transfers who enter the 
university as Juniors face a period of adjustment comparable 
to that facing freshman entrants to college*
i. The transfer students never for any semester reach as 
high a level as the comparable university eat rant s.
5* The inevitable conclusion seems to be that the differ­
ence results from one or several such factors as training* 
ability, interests, and the like, between the transfer students 
and the native university students*
In a study completed at Rochester Junior College, Rochester* 
Minnesota, by Kilby,*® the records of one hundred sixty-two trans­
fers to senior colleges between the years 1920 and 193S were 
examined. This included students who attended other institutions 
for as much as a quarter or a semester and whose record could be 
secured* In the case of transfers to all institutions except to 
the University of Minnesota the grade-poinb averages were higher 
after transfer than before. The grade-polnt average for these 
transfers at Rochester Junior College w&a two and thirty-three 
hundredths, and in other institutions the grade-point average was 
two and thirty-six hundredths* This study Included all transfers 
regardless of the amount of work completed at the Rochester Junior
*° C. S. Kilby, "Success of Rochester Junior College 
Transfers," Junior College Journal. 9:137-109, December, 1935*
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College. The vrlttr felt that the study would show results even 
ooto favorable to the junior college it only graduate# were taken 
into consideration*
A very lengthy and extensive study was cited by Wrena^* 
concerning the adjustment of transfer students after reaching the 
senior college* this study was made by Jo si V„ Berramam, Assistant 
Registrar and Director of Vocational Guidance * Stanford University. 
Be studied the relative aehieveaaat of transfers and native Stanford 
students in elementary sociology. Eight hundred twenty-seven cases 
were involved over a period of ten quarters work tmm. 19&S to 1953. 
Four hundred seventy-five were students who had all their work at 
Stanford and three hundred fifty-two were transfer students* The 
latter group was divided into "recent* and "former'* transfers. The 
recent transfers had been in the university two quarters or less 
before enrolllug in the Sociology class, while the former transfers 
had been in residence free three to ten quarters before enrolling 
in the class*
A comparison of the two groups of transfers with the 
Stanford students showed that recent transfers were lower than the 
Stanford students in percentile grades in Sociology by a signifi­
cant difference, the critical ratio being four and seven tenths*
On the other hand, the former transfers had sociology grades just
^*0. Gilbert "renn, "Adjustment of Junior Col log© Transfers,* 
Junior College Journal, 5s £81-8$, March, 1983.
m
about equal to those of the Stanford students, with a critical 
ratio of four toaths*
The difference is Sociology grades between the recent end 
foxaar transfers showed a critical rotie of two and four tenths, 
whereas the difference la Thoradyke scores between these two groups 
Sate a critical ratio of one aad fire tenths* Sense, e&e would eon- 
elude that the superior grades of former transfer students are 
partially accounted for by their better adjustment to the University 
atmosphere*
Segal and Preffib*3 aade a study in 19S6-X95J? dealing with 
the factors in college adjustment* The factors considered were, 
hlgh-sehool average, averages in various high school subjects, in- 
telligenee tests and aptitude tests* The conclusion regardlag 
hlgh-sehool marks m s  as follows:
Research indicates that high-sehool marts are one of the 
important indiees of student accomplishment in the regular 
college work* The results showed that not only were hlgh- 
sehool marks of value In predicting col lag© scholarship as 
a whole, bat that success in different hlgh-sehool subjects 
could be used for differential prediction purposes* Marks 
in high-school subjects tended to have the highest relation* 
ship with the same subject in college*
Forbes*3 made a study of freshmen achievement at Louisiana 
State University by comparing four criteria for the prediction of
David Segel and Maries M* Prof fit, "Some Factors la 
Adjustment of College Students,n Office of iMuoation, Bulletin.
1937, Mo* 12, 49 pp.
Bunlce Belle forbes, **A Comparative Study of Four Criteria 
for Predicting Achievement in First four of College," (unpublished 
Master*s thesis, Louisiana state University, Baton Rouge, 1938) 44 pp.
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achievement la the freshman year, one of which waa rank in high- 
school class, The etoiy Indicated that the hast single criterion 
for the prediction of achievement was the rank la high school class.
At the University of Wisconsin, Brake and Esnmoa^ studied 
certain feet ore for forecasting scholarship la the college of lib­
eral arts, Among the factors was high school rank, rank on Amer­
ican Council grant nation. Unison Benny test of mental ability and 
Cooperative Ingllah test, Correlations cere made between first 
ancestor point-hour ratios and the above fact ore, separately and 
in coablnatlaag. The study indicated that for prognosis, the high 
school rank is tbs nest effective; that combinations of two or 
more factors ether than high school rank ere no more significant, 
and usually are not as s&gnif leant as high school rank alone.
There have been easy studies made end many experiments 
carried on regarding shat factors are best to predict success or
achievement in college, the results of which present conflicting
isclaims and evidence. Beeves and Bussell, realising the conflict­
ing evidence concerning the significance of certain factors states
lewis S, Drake and V. A, C, Cannon, "The Prediction of 
Scholarship in the College of letters and Science at the Univer­
sity of Wisconsin,w School rad Society. 45:191-194, February, 1937,
is Floyd W. Beeves end John Dale Russell, "Some Aspects of 
Current Efforts to Improve College Instruction,** University of 
Kentucky Bulletin, Bureau of School service, Vol. 1, No. &,
December, 1928, p. 20,
Seme lack of agreement 1b 1b evidence among the studies 
presented on the point of the relative value of the various 
Methods for predicting success. While the majority of the 
studies seem to favor the psychological test as giving the 
test prediction, these in favor of either the content exam­
ination or the high school record are not without evidence 
to support their claim*
Crawford*** in a study at Tale University concluded;
As school records appeared from the first to be the 
most important single factor in predicting college work, 
much effort has been expended on their standardisation. 
Bank-in-class data now secured from the great majority 
of schools permit convenient expression of a student * a 
school record upon a standard scale.
Feder» in a study at the University of Iowa, reached the 
following conclusions
The best baste for prediction is the student’s previ­
ous record of achievement* In place of much objective 
cumulative records, pre instructional teste may be used 
with profit* Prediction of post-freshman year achieve­
ment from entrance or qualifying examinations constitutes 
as insufficient application of such testa; where instruc­
tional methods, objectives, end content vary in later 
years, such usage is actually invalid. Prognostic tests, 
designed specifically te meet certain subject matter re­
quirements, have more power for such prediction than do 
tests of general ability*
isAccording to Croldthorpe,
** A* B* Crawford, "forecasting Freshman Achievement, ” 
School and 3oeletv* 31s 127, January 25, 1930.
** Daniel D* Fedsr, ”Aa Evaluation of Some Problems in 
the Predict lea of Achievement at College Level,* Journal of 
Zducatlonal Psychology. 26s602-603, November 1, 1935.
18 J. Harold Ooldthoxp*, "Tho Ralativ. Bonk In High Hohool 
and in tte Ifirat Two Tenrs of the University," school and ioolaty. 
30:134, July 27, 1929.
2$
• • . .There appears to bo a substantial relationship
between rank la high school and standing la the first tsa
|*8f« Is university. If a student stands la the highest 
quarter of his high school class, the chances are nine out 
of teas that his average in the freshman class will he C or
above and after the second ye&r the chances are eight out
of ten that he will place in the upper half of his college 
group. On the other hand, if a student stands In the low­
est quarter of his hlgh-school class there appears to be 
more narked tendency to remain in the lower half of his 
college class.
In a study at Fresno State Collage on the use of the previ-
19one record In estimating success in college, Francis F. Smith 
concluded s
1* High-sehool record, when reduced to a single summary 
score, is as useful in estimating future scholastic success 
in college as aptitude percentiles, reading percentiles, or 
objective English examination percentiles.
2. Previous higb-sehoel record and entrance examination 
records seem to begin to lose their value to a alight degree 
after a lapse of time of a year or more.
3. The best single indicator, of those studied, of scho­
lastic success in any given semester is tbs previous semes­
ter* s record.
QftKarl S. Seme in reviewing the recent studies made on 
predicting college success, discusses seven criteria which may be 
used. He states:
The prediction of college success has been studied from 
several different angles. The rank In high-school gradu­
ating class Is generally considered to have the highest 
single predictive value. Intelligence is considered impor­
tant when combined with other factors.
Francis ?* Smi th, "Use of Various Records in Estimating 
College Success,” Journal of Educational Psychology. 36:173, 
March, 1945*
Earl S. ISmae, "Predicting College Success," Journal of 
Higher Education. 13:263, May, 1942. '
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This brief soan&ary on the studies made cm the saecess of 
Junior collage transfers indicates that transfer students do as 
Nil In senior college as the students who take all their work in 
senior college, There seems to be a lack of agreement as to the 
Tales of the various methods of predicting success in college, 
although there is more agreement on the rank in hlgh-achoel class 
than any ether single factor.
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took time SMsstera junior work, and an average point-hour
ratio ©f .5014 higher than that of th® students who transferred to 
senior college with only two semesters’ credit in junior college.
fABLJ2 I
POISS-HDUR RATIO of OE&DSS MADS AT LOUISIANA imTTSCHNIC
x s s tx to ts  s t wm t r a n lm r r in g  m m  wsmws&s
JOMIOH CQUUBSH WITH TWO, THRXS AMD IOTR
3KMSS?:SKL Of QQU.13GS GRSDIT
Semesters credit Number of Avg. pt*«hr. ratio




Table IX preseats the average point-hour ratio made by 
women who transferred to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute front 
northeast Junior College. Seventeen students transferred to sen­
ior college after taking two semesters * work In junior college. 
The average point-hour ratio earned by these seventeen students 
after transferring to senior college was 1.0222. Ten students 
took three semesters* work in junior college before transferring
28
to Mftior dell«g9. Their average point-hour ratio la senior eel- 
logo wee 1*2611, or .2389 higher then the students who transferred 
with only too semesters orodlt la Junior college* Sevanty-elght 
students bad four semesters orodlt la Junior collage before trans- 
ftntag to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. The average point-hour 
ratio of these students was 1.4646, or almost a *C pine* average, 
and their average was .2035 higher than the students who transferred 
with throe semesters credit.
TABLE II
fomv-wsm ratio or <m&£m m m  m  loxtisxaha poltpscmxc
BESTITOTH BT WGMEK TRAKSFBKBBIG FROM NOBTHH^ST 
JG5X0R OOULmS WITS T̂ O, THREE A3£D FOOR 
SmSSTESS OF COLLEGE CREDIT
Semesters credit Humber of Avg* pt.-hr* ratio




Table III presents the average point-hour ratio for both 
men and woaen who transferred from northeast Junior College to 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute. Fifty-three students transferred
m
to senior college after taking two semesters work at Junior college. 
The point-hour ratio made by these students was 1.0434* Seventeen 
students nsftisid la Junior collage taros semesters before trace* 
f erring to senior college, and their average point-hour ratio in 
senior college was 1.220&* Thoir average polnt-haur ratio was * 1774 
higher than the students who transferred with two semesters of jun­
ior college credit* One hundred twenty-three students did not trans­
fer to senior college until they had completed four semesters of 
Junior college work. The average point-hour ratio made by these 
students was 1,4970, or eldest a *0 pins** average* Th® students 
who remained in junior college four semesters made an average point- 
hoar retie of ,274b higher average grade than those who transferred 
after taking three semesters work In Junior college*
From the data shown in tables I md II, men students made . 
slightly higher grades at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute after 
transferring from Northeast Junior College than did the women who 
transferred from Northeast Junior College to Louisiana Polytechnic 
Institute* In the case of both men and women, students who had 
three semesters credit before transferring made better grades than 
those transferring with two semesters credit in junior college.
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Table IF presents the distribution of point-hour ratios of 
grades earned Of eighty-eight sen at Northeast Junior College and 
at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute In terms of quint He rank in 
high school. The table la read from left to right across the page 
as follows: one, or four per cent, of those in the first quint lie
dlrision of high school rank made below average, or grades of D or 
F; fourteen, or sirty-oae per ©eat, fell In th© average group, or 
made grades of C; and eight, or thirty-four per cent, made above 
average or grades of B or A. The remainder of th® table is read 
In a similar manner* The table is self explanatory; however, there 
are a few features that it might be well to point out. For a stu­
dent In the first quintlie division, the chances are one in
31
twenty-five that he will fa 11 la the bslow-average group, or make 
a grade of D or 7. Ifewwver, a student In the fifth quintile dlvi- 
sloa has osa chance out of two that he will fall la the below- 
average group* The student la the first qututile division has three 
chances out of five of being in the average group, while a student 
In the fifth quintile division has one ©h&nce in two of being in the 
average group*
It may be noted froa the data that the students shifted their 
positions in the grouping of below average, average and above aver­
age after transferring to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute* Of the 
eighty-eight students, thirty-eight fell In the below-aver&ge group 
at Northeast Junior College, and only twenty-nine of the eighty- 
eight were in the below-average group at Louisiana Polytechnic 
Institute* Forty of the eighty-eight were in the average group in 
Junior college, while In senior college there were forty-two in the 
average group* Only ten students were able to stake grades suffi­
cient to put the® In the abov^-average group in junior college, but 
after transferring to senior college seventeen students fell in the 
above-average group*
Of the several explanations which way be offered for the 
shifting positions of the below-average, average and above-average 
groups, two are as follows. One may be the difference in the 
grading systems in the two schools, but probably the best reason
32
for the shift is the fast that the students in the study oars 
ranked without reference to the else of the graduating class* 
Studies hare stem that ranks for students in snail graduating 
classes are not eery significant* In a study fey Garrett,1* it was 
found that limited significance can fee attached to ranks in 
classes of less than thirty students*
1 Boaer L* Garrett, "Predictive Value of High School 
Records with Special Reference to Rank in Class," (unpublished 
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ta the various collage departments may bare caused the shifting 
dovm\*ard, as the ausjorlty of the wornan transfers ware registered 
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Fable VI presents the distribution of point-hour ratios for 
both men and s o r b i  at Northeast Junior College and at Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute. This table is read in the same manner as 
tables IV and V.
It say be noted that the distributions are more eon®latent 
from one quintile to another for the work in Junior college and in 
senior collage than for the non taken separately, This say be 
accounted for by the increased number of students in the combined 
group* thereby giving a better distribution than with the smaller 
groups. When comparing the below-averags group in each Institution* 
it was found that there were fifty-one students whose grades were 
below average in both Junior college and senior college. The chance 
that a student in the first quintile division in Junior college will 
sake below average was one in twenty, while in senior college the 
chance was one in ten that he would fall in the below-average group. 
For the second quintile division the chances were approximately the 
same for both colleges* one in five that he would fall in the below- 
average group. In the third quintile division the chances were 
exactly the seme in both colleges, two In five* that the student 
would fall in the hslow-average group. In the fourth and fifth 
quintile division the chances in junior and senior college were one 
la two and three in tea, respectively.
38
There were one hundred two students in the average group la 
junior collage, but in senior oo Huge there wore one hundred twelve 
students Who tell ia the average group. In the above-overage group 
forty of the total a&nfeer were able to attain grades sufficiently 
high to place then la this group in Junior collage; however* in 
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In Junior ooU«ge only U r student* were able to make 
grades RlgR R&ORgh to plaee then in the anzaga group, but la 
»«i«r ooU«g« « « m t M R  students m e U d  this attainment •
TABLE VII
AcaianatffiT tqsl v m  at bgsthsast s w i m  q slumm m  
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Table Till presents the point-hour ratio for grades made by 
woman at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute in toms of point-hour 
ratio nade at Bortbeasb Junior Collage. There were thirty students 
at Sortheaet Junior College in the above-average group, having node
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fourteen students f»U in the talow-avsrage group in junior college* 
tat upon their transferring to senior college tills number wee 
inereased to students.
TABUS VIII
ACBI^fmsaPP FOR IHHCSH AT iSUHTSEAST JUHIOR COLLISGB BJ RSLA'TIOR 









































Total 70 13 105
Table IX presents the combined point-hoar rati© made by men 
and women at Louisiana Xolyteehnlo Institute in terns of the point- 
hour ratio made at Northeast Junior College* Forty of the total 
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junior college are else &mas« in senior ooLiege} bet that the 
neater of students in the atb©f*-ftwr«g« group in junior college 
is somewhat decreased is senior college.
TABLE IX
AsnxsvsnasT for msh a»3 m & m  as northeast m m m  oqllw^
US RELATION TO ACHIEVEMENT AT LOUISIANA
polytbcsiig js&Tcmg
















So* * No. % No. *
2*0— 3 *0 2 5 16 40 22 53 40
1.0— 1*9 It 19 76 76 7 5 102
*0—  .9 30 39 20 39 1 2 51
Total 51 i 112 30 193
Table X presents the point-hour ratio for «sn students who 
had two, three and four semesters work at Northeast Junior College 
and the point-hour ratio by semesters after the students transferred 
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TABLE X
AVSRA0E VOm»Wm RATIO FOR HER AT 10RTH&AST JUNIOR COLLEGE AMD KOTT-BB3BR
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d u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for two semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FISURE 1
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEW FOR TWO SEMESTERS' WORK AT
R0RTHEA3T JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER AT
LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
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N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for three semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 2
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN FOR THREE SSMEBTERU' WORK AT
NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY 3EMEBTEK AT
LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC In oTITUTE
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 3
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY KEN FOR FOUR SEMESTERS' aORK a T
NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SELESTEk AT
LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
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Table XI preseats the point-hour ratio Tor t m e  who took two, 
throe and four semesters* work at Northeast Junior College end the 
point-hour ratio made by semesters after transferring to Louisiana 
Polytechnic Institute,, There were seventeen students who transferred 
to senior college open completing two semesters* work in Junior col­
lege* The data free the table indicate that these students earned 
slightly above a C average in junior college* The average for the 
suss students the first semester In senior college was slightly be­
low a G average, hat Increased each succeeding seasster in senior 
college until they reached the fifth sanest ©r. The average for the 
fifth semester was slightly below a B average, but the average for 
the sixth semester dropped slightly below that of the fifth semester*
The point-hour ratio for the ten students who transferred to 
senior college upon the completion of three semesters in junior col­
lege follows the sane pattern as for the students who transferred 
after two semesters, except for the second semester is senior col­
lege where the average dropped slightly below a C average* for the 
seventy-eight students transferring to senior college with four neat­
est era1 credit in Junior college, the data indicate a slight drop in 
the average for the first semester in senior college with gradual 
Increases in the averages for the second, third, fourth and fifth 
semesters, and a slight drop In the average for the sixth ssasstsr* 
The data fro* table XX are shown graphically on the following pages*
TABLE XI
m m n  ratio tor womh at MoarauB* junior c o m a e  m  i-om-mmRATIO n  SRKKT5R3 AS LOUIS IASA POLTTKOHNIC INSTITUTE
Bortheest 
Junior College Louisian* Polytechnic institute
First Second Third Fourth fifth sixth
semester semester semester semester semester semesterSam. No. Pt-hr r Ho. Pt-hr r Bo* Pt-hr r Be. Ft—hr r Bo* Pt-hr r Bo* Pt-hr r Bo. Pt-hr r
2 X? 1*1883 17 .8835 14 1.0641 10 1.1820 9 1.3164 7 1.9666 6 1.7327
3 XO 1.3712 10 1.1195 10 .9761 9 1.3361 7 1.6188 6 1.6034 5 1.5869
4 78 1,65** 78 1.2963 76 1.4129 67 1.4392 64 1.5121 56 1.3581 11 1.3154
Arg 1.5338 1.8891 1.3204 1.3915 1.4994 1.6075 1.4909
f
17 17 U  10 9 7
d u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
6
p o t:
Point-hour ratio for two semesters work at northeast 
Junior- 'Jo 13 ege
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth sen.ester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
p u t ;  r e  u
T-HCUR RATTC3 KABo BY V0K3U POi, TAO JLf-JiSTBLL1 WORK 
LCRTII^A.J? JUuIf.L JLLLbJn AnD BY JnKdoTnh AT
Point-hour ratio for three semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 5
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY WOMEN FOR THREE SEMESTERS' WORK AT

















N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for four semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 6
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY WOMEN FOR FOUR SEMESTERS* WORK AT
NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER AT
LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
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Table XII presents the point-hour ratio for ths combined 
group <*f «eo oad women who bad two, three and four same&tars1' work 
at Kortboast Junior College and the point-hour ratio by semesters 
after transferring to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute* The cosfe- 
blued data follow the same pattern as tbs preceding data for 
tables X and XX whore man and women wars considered separately*
for sash group taken separately and for %h© combined group, 
there was a slight drop la the average point-hour ratio for the 
first semester's work in senior college* This drop is probably due 
to the adjustment which tbs students had to make upon transferring 
to a new school* !̂r the end of the third earnests? in scalar col­
lege the average made by the groups equalled or exceeded the aver­
age made by the groups in junior collage* The data from table XIX 
are presented graphically on the following pages*
TABU XII
AT8BA0S POINT-HOUR RATIO TOR HSR AHD W0|Q» AT 80BTHKA3T JUNIOR 00LLJ9GR AND PQIKT-IDUR
























2 53 1.0359 53 *9115 44 1.151? 30 1.2619 81 1,3473 16 1*6376 15 1.4998
5 1? 1,2303 1? 1*0558 14 .9155 11 1,4511 9 1,5738 8 1.5999 6 1.7113
4 185 1*500? 183 1.3640 118 1,4715 100 1,5043 91 1,3836 32 1,6533 89 1.4819
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u m b e r  o f  E t u d e n t s
Point-hoar ratio for two semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
: oint-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 7
FCILT-BGUn RATICG F-ADa BY MEN AND WOMEN FOR TWO oEKEoTBKB1
h’C.-Ji *\i ..CRIMa.-iBr JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY GE.'k.ESTER

















N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for three semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 8
POINT-HOUR RATI00 MADE BY KEN AND WOMEN FOR THREE SEMESTERS’
WORK AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER
AT LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 9
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN AND WOKEN FOR FOUR SEKE3TER3' 
WORK AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER 
AT LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Table XXIX presents a comparison of point-hoar ratios for mm 
at Sorth^st Junior College and at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 
la specific subjacts* The table is road frost left to right across 
the page, fifty-six took ©ae ©r more ©©arses in i&iglish in both jun­
ior and sealer college. At Northeast Junior College, the students 
earned three hoadrsd seveaty-five semester hours credit and four tarn- 
dred twenty-six quality credits, or a point-hour ratio of 1.1360. 
After transferring to Louisians Polytechnic Institute, these fifty- 
six students earned two hundred ninety-eight semester hours credit 
in l̂ aglish -adth four hundred forty quality credits, or a point-hour 
ratio of 1.1765. The average point-hour rati© in Mglish in senior 
college ©as .3405 higher than the average mud© in jSngXish in junior 
college. The remainder of the table is road in the same manner.
In comparing the averages made in junior and senior college 
in the specific subjects, It may be noted that the students made 
higher grades in senior college in the fields of Ehgllsh, l&story, 
Economics, Physics and Zoology. In Mathematics and Chemistry, the 
averages in senior college were lower; however, in Mathematics the 
difference In the averages was .0038 which I© too small to be con­
sidered significant. The men who transferred to Louisiana Polytech­
nic Institute did not continue their studies in Sociology and Botany; 
therefore, no comparison could be made In these subjects. The data 
for table XIII are shown, graphically on the following page.
*£ASL£ X X II
S3
oomI'ARisok m  i sasxos foe mm m mmmasfi? smxm
QQU,mB m q  LoirxsxAHA ̂ iLYtmmxc mmrmvB m  skglish, 
iu?2Bkasics, bistort, :ac&)nMxa3» pissics,
CHSIfX̂ SHT -AMD SQ0U3GT
Ho. Subject
Morthaasfc Junior Collage Louisians Polytechnic Inst.
Ho.brs. Q.ox Pt.-br.yati© Mo. hare %»er Pfc.~ay.rati©
96 fiBgllsh 375 426 1*1360 398 440 1.4765
36 M&tbaas&lo* 694 qgfltfwO 1*2244 233 260 1.2306
16 Estoxjf 78 117 1*5000 185 281 1.8129
0 Sociology 0 0 0 0 0 0
n ®e«ic*S6S 68 114 1*8098 93 213 2.2905
5 Fbjaio* 30 23 1.1500 26 34 1.5076
IX) Cheaiafcry 63 96 1.5238 56 49 .8750
0 Boteagr 0 0 0 0 0 0
























Point-hour ratio at Northeast Junior College 
Point-hour ratio at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 10
COMPARISON OF PC IN T-HOUR RATI 00 FOR K-Jm AT NORTHEAST J U U O U  
COLLEGE nl\D. LOUISIANA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 10' ENGLISH, MATHE­

















COSPASISCti OF I*OlKT-fS)UR RATIOS FOR K m m  AT KQRTHSAST JUKXGR 
GOLL&JS AKO LOUISIANA POLrTSCi&ilO INSTITUTE IM ENGLISH*
MATHS34ATICS9 HISTORY, ECONOMICS, CiiiSKISOT
BSD SOOLOOY
r
Northeast Junior College Louisiana Polytechnic lust.
Bo* Subject Ko.hzs. Pt.-hr.ratio Ko.hre $.er Ft.-hr .ratio
60 SagUst 584 819 1*4521 410 580 1*4146
14 BatlMMB&iea 84 120 1.4285 86 128 1.4883
34 History 234 360 1*5384 246 396 1.6097
0 sociology 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 SewwUt 45 72 1*6000 57 99 1.7368
0 Physiea 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 Chaaistry 114 124 1.0877 105 83 *7904
0 Botaay 0 0 0 0 0 0
35 Zoology
r






















Point-hour ratio at Northeast Junior College 
Point-hour ratio at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
FIGURE 11
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Table 2? presents the combined data contained in table* XXXI 
and XIT. For each subject, except Chemistry and .Zoology, the stu­
dents made a higher are rage point-hour ratio in senior college than 
was made In junior college* la Chemistry, both men and wo&en earned 
a lower average point-hoar ratio at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 
than was earned at Northeast Junior College, when both groups were 
combined, the average point-hour ratio m s  lower in Zoology in sen­
ior college; however* the men made & higher average in senior col­
lege than they made in junior collage. The number of men continu­
ing courses in Zoology was only two, therefore, little significance 
can. be given to such a small number of students. Dote for this 
table are presented graphically on tbs following page*
TAHLE XT
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ccaiPARiacH car podtt-hjoh rasios tor mm and m m m  ja mohpheast junior
C0LL3GS AND LOUISIANA POLYP SQJiSIC IHS'mOTS IN 3101.1.33,
MAPHB£J£T 103, HISTORY, mWOOICS, PHYSICS,
C32MI3TRY AND ZOOLOGY
Northeast Junior College Louisiana Polytechnic Inst,
Mo. Sabjast Mo. lira. Q..« Pi .-hr.ratio Xto.hrs. Q.er Pt.~&r»xifctto
116 ^aglieh 937 1,245 U  3258 70S 1,020 1.4406
SO MaLthme&ias 379 439 1.2710 288 388 1.2876
SO Hisioary 319 477 u m 401 5*7 1.6882
0 Sociology 9 9 0 0 O #
17 Eeoncolee M l 185 1,7222 ISO 312 2.0000
5 Fhysiee 29 as 1.1500 25 34 1.3076
25 Ohoalstry 177 220 1.2427 151 132 .8188
0 Botany 0 0 0 9 0 0
















2 3 4 5
S u b j e c t s
ur.glish 4- economics
Ku^h^r.^oics 5- Physics
;3 to tv Jheraistrv
7- Zoology
Fo' r.h-v our ratio s'. northeast .Junior Jollege 
7 o 1 r a-Vo, r ratio t Louisiana Polytechnic Institute
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Table Vtl presents the disposition mad© of the students who 
entered Louisiana Polytechnic Institute from Northeast Junior Col­
lage. Thera were one hundred ninety-three student© ah© continued 
sealer eollege w>rk. Of this aaaber, eighty-eight, or forty-six 
par ©ant, ware man and one hundred five, or fifty-four per cant, 
ware wanes. Twenty-six, or thirty per sent, of the eighty-eight 
sen end sixty-seven, or sixty-fear par seat of the one hundred five 
wooes graduated fro® senior college. Seventeen, or nineteen par 
oast, of the sea ware still in college and two, or two per cent, 
of the waaea ware still in attendance. These nineteen students 
ware veterans ate re-entered school after having been discharged 
from military service, forty-five of the sen and thirty-six of 
the wooes left college without graduating.
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TASL2 X V I
DISPOSITION OF iSTlTDMKi TS*mSfl§BRB$a TO 'LOUISIANA PGLTF2C£$$XC 







Suabex of students transferring to 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 88 46 105 54 183
Httter of students graduating from 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 86 30 67 64 83
Kmaber ©f students still enrolled 
at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 17 18 2 B 19
Somber of students who left school 
before graduating 45 51 36 34 81
Table XVII presents tbs disposition of the students who trans­
ferred to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute fro® Northeast Junior Gol- 
lege, in terms of high school rank. For the first quin til© division, 
eleven men and twenty-eight women (sixty-thro© per cent) graduated. 
Five sen «ad one woman (ten per cent) mere still in school, and 
seven men and ten women (twenty-seven per cent) had dropped out of 
school before graduating. Forty-five per sent of those in the sec­
ond qaintile division graduated, fourteen per sent were still in 
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DISPOSITION OF STODStTS THANSF^HHING TO LOUISX/iNA MLYFBCiBtfIC 
INSTITUTE FRG& HOHTHBAST JUNIOR CKXLLEOS IN RELATION 










11 3 * M 3 Jt U W *
1 11 £8 63 3 1 10 7 10 27 62
a 8 17 43 7 1 14 9 14 41 56
3 3 14 46 1 0 3 14 5 51 37
4 3 6 88 2 0 7 13 6 65 89
3 2 8 44 2 0 22 2 1 34 9
Total 86
t
67 48 17 2 10 45 36 42 193
SUMMARY
Students who transferred to senior collage made higher aver­
ages with four semesters of junior college credit then the students 
who took. two and three semesters credit in Junior college. The non 
transfers wade slightly higher averages In senior college than the 
women who transferred to senior college from junior college*
The distribution of grades in both junior and senior college 
was fairly consistent* Fifty-one students fell in the belcm-average

C H d F m  IV
ANAL1SIS OF Ĥ COT?DS l£A0$ Bt STUDl^TS AT NOKTHSAST 
JWXQR COLL93L AND A31 LQUISXAtiA
stati? owrr̂ iL-rrr
Chapter IV pres oats on analysis of the records made by stu­
dents at Northeast Junior College, and of the records made by these 
students alter transferring to Louisiana State University. Two 
hundred sixty-seven of tbs students she entered northeast Junior 
College during the parted 1935 to 1941 continued their college edu­
cation by transferring to Louisiana State University. One hundred 
sixty of this total sere men end one hundred seven were woman.
Only students who had at least two semesters work in junior college 
are laeladod in the study. The data are treated separately for the 
mea and women, and then as e whole*
Toe order of presentation is as follows: (1) Achievement
of man, womb, and both men and women at Louisiana State University, 
after two, three end four semesters9 work at Northeast Junior Col­
lege; (2) achievement of men, women end both men and women at North­
east Junior Collage end Louisiana State University in relation to 
high sehool rank; (3) Achievement of man, women and both men and 
woman at Leals lane State University In relation to achievement at 
Northeast Junior College; (4) Achievement by semesters at Louisiana 
Stc'te University by men, women and both men and women who had two, 
three and four semesters of college work at Northeast Junior College;
77
(5) ifiMwflitai of men, m a m  sad both men and women at northeast 
Junior College and Louisiana State University la English, Math­
ematics, Sistory» Sociology, Economies, Physics, Chemistry, Botany 
and Zoology; (6) Disposition of students who transferred to Louisi­
ana State University.
fable X9TXX presents the average point-hour ratio made by 
sen Mio transferred to Louisiana State University from llorthoast 
Junior College* Forty-two students entered senior college with 
two semesters9 credit in Junior college* The average point-hour 
ratio made by these forty-two students in senior college was 
1*3633. Eleven students took three sonsstore9 work in junior col­
lege before transferring to senior college. The average point- 
hour ratio made by the students who had three semesters junior 
college credit was 1*1568. This average was slightly less than 
for the students who bad two semesters* work in junior college be­
fore transferring to senior college; however, the number of stu­
dents transferring with three semesters* work was so small that 
little significance can be given to the average. One hundred seven 
students took four semesters9 work in Junior college before trans­
ferring to senior college. The average made in senior college by 
these students was 1.4914, or slightly less than a WC plus* average.
TABBJS XVIII
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FOINT-f£>UB RATIO OF OBAmS MM)~E AT LOUISIANA STATU 
TOUTOSXTT BY M m  TRAKSFSHRIMJ FROM B0BTU&&ST 
JUNIOR COLL IK 'S ITU T^O, TURSS AMD FOUR 
SSBSSTBSS OF COLLHJE G&mi$
Semesters credit 
at H* J. G.
Number of 
students
Avg. pt.-hr, ratio 




Table XIX presents the average grades made by women who 
transferred to Louisiana State University from Northeast Junior 
Collage with two, three and four semesters * credit. Twenty stu­
dents took only two semesters* work in junior college before trans­
ferring to senior college« The average made by these students was 
1*8585, or slightly above a WC plus" average* There were four stu­
dents who transferred to senior college after completing three 
semesters of credit in Junior college. These four students made 
slightly above a C average iu senior c© leg©, or a point-hour ratio 
of 1*0833. There were eighty-three students who took four semesters * 
work at Northeast Junior College before transferring to Louisiana 
State University. The average point-hour ratio made in senior
79
college by tMs group m s  1.5519. From the data given in the table* 
It asy be noted that the averages mad® by the students who trans­
ferred to senior college with two semesters * wort slightly exceeded 
the students who took four semesters * worfc in Junior college before 
transferring to senior college. There were a little over four 
tlaea the number of students with four semesters* credit than the 
number who bad only two semesters* credit* therefore*.the greet dif­
ference in the number of each group perhaps affects the averages.
The four students who transferred with three semesters* credit is 
too small a number to be given consideration* The students* both 
mem end women* who transferred to Louisiana State University from 
northeast Junior College maintained an average point-hour ratio 
above 1.000* or above a 0 average.
TABLE X U
Fom-sooB ratio of omxm mads nr Louisiana state
UNIVERSITY m  WQMSi THASSF2RRING FROM MOHTiiEAST 
JUHXOK CQLLBOE WITH TWO* TH&EE AMD FOUR 
SSHSSTEBS OF COLLI3Q2 CREDIT
Semesters credit









Table XX tbs data for both man and womb who trans­
ferred to Louisiana State University from northeast Junior College. 
$ixty-two students had only two saaesters9 work in junior college 
b«fo» transferring to stalor college. This group of students named 
ao awwge point-hoar ratio of 1*3941 in senior col logo. Fifteen 
students transferred to senior college upon completing three semes­
ters * werk in junior college* Their average in senior college was 
considerably less than for the students who transferred with two 
seaasters* credit* Taia decrease is probably due to the snail num­
ber of students in this group. One hundred ninety students bad four 
seaestere9 work In junior college before transferring to Louisiana 
State University. Their average point-hour ratio was 1*5173, or 
slightly better than a *C plus0 average.
TABLE XX
POIHT-SDCR RATIO OF GKADS3 MADS AT LOOX3XA3U STATS tMITm- 
GITT BT MM  AHD mXES TRANSFERRING FROM NORTHEAST 
7UHX0R CQLL3G2 7XTH TO, THRSE- AHD FOUR 
32&2ST2RS OF COLLEGE WORiC
Seaestere credit Humber of Avg. pt.-hr. ratio
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Table XXIII presents the combined data found in tables XXX 
and XXXI* This table la read la the same manner as for the preceding 
tables* It will be noted that for the group as a whole, better 
are rages were made in Junior college than in senior collage* A 
general shift downward fro# osts group to another was found in the 
senior collage averages when compared with the averages made in 
junior collage* In coopering the below-average, average and above- 
average groups for the work done in junior collage and senior col­
lege, It was found that seveaty-aine students made grades in junior 
college sufficient to place then in the above-average group, but 
in senior college only fifty-two students were able to maintain 
grades sufficiently high to place then In the above-average group, 
for the average group, it was found that one hundred fifty-one stu­
dents were in this division in junior college and in senior college 
this somber was increased to one hundred sixty-six. In junior col­
lege there were thirty-seven students in the helew-average group,
«rnd in senior college this number had increased to forty-nine stu­
dents*
According to the data presented in tables XXI, XXII and XXIII 
the sen who transferred to Louisiana State University from northeast 
Junior College aade grades in senior college mors consistent with 
the averages earned in junior college than did the worsen who trans­
ferred to Louisiana State University from Northeast Junior College.
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ACHES73KSKT FOR ARSi AS i^HTHSAST JGRIOli COLLSOR IM SRLAfXOH
to mmmsMBBt at Louisiana ssatm truivRssifY















Bo. % Ho. $ HO. *
2.0— 3.0 0 0 IS 50 IS 50 36
1.0— 1.9 22 24 62 66 9 10 93
0.0—  .9 IB 42 IS 58 0 0 31
fetal 85 98 27 160
Bahia 2Z7 presents the point-hour ratio for woman at Louiai- 
State On i varsity in terms of point-hour ratio at Northeast Joia* 
ier College. Of the forty-three students who made a point-hour 
ratio of from too to three in junior college, twenty-four of them 
maintained this point-hoar ratio in senior college and nineteen 
students dropped down to the average group, or made a point-hour 
ratio of from one to one and nine-tenths. Of the fifty-eight stu­
dents she were in the average group (point-hour ratio of from one
90
to one sod alne-tentha) to junior college, ten dropped down to the 
bdew-avexege group, forty-seven maintained their average of from 
obo to one and nine—tenths, and one reached the above-averag© group 
1® senior college* Of the six who were in the belew-svexage group 
in Junlor college, four remained in this group and two reached the 
average group in senior college.
2X7
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Table 1X71 presents the combined data of tables 1X17 and 
1X7. Of the seventy-nine who made a point-hour ratio of from two
9 i
to three in junior college* forty-on® maintained this avsrage In 
senior collage and thirty-eight dropped to the average group* or
a pol&t-lwar ratio of from one to one and nine—tentns♦ Of the 
one hundred fifty-one student® who made a point-hour ratio of from 
°®* to one and nine—tenths in junior college, thirty-two dropped 
to the below—average group in senior college 8 one hundred nine main- 
t&ined their average and ten made grades sufficient to place them 
in the above -average group in senior college*
TAHL3 X m
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So. * Ho# f So. %
2*0— 3*0 0 0 36 48 41 52 79
1«0— X«9 32 21 109 72 10 7 151
0*0—  »9 17 46 19 51 1 3 37
Total 49 166 52 267
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N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for two semesters work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 13
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN FOR TWO SEMESTERS’ WORK AT 
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N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for three semesters* work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 14
/POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN FOR THREE SEMESTERS* WORK AT










N u m b e r  o
Point-hour ratio for four semesters’ work at Northeast 
Junior College
p Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
j and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 15
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN FOR FOUR SEMESTERS' WORK AT
NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER AT
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
m
Table ixyill pre&aats pdiat-ltoor ratio for nosust who bad 
too* three and four semesters' work at Mortheast Junior College and 
tot point-hour ratio by ottgottost after the students transferred 
to latltiau State Oaifowity* Frost the data, it nay be noted 
that twenty students took two semesters* work at Morfcfceast Junior 
College and earned an average point-hour ratio of 2,X56£ for the 
two semesters* work* After transferring to Louisiana State Univer­
sity, these students wade an average point—hour ratio of 1* 6094 
their first seawater* Two of the twenty students dropped out of 
school the second sewester in senior college, and the regaining 
eighteen wade aw average point-hour ratio of 1*6094* By the third 
sewester in senior college, five of the original twenty students 
had left school and the fifteen who remained in college made an 
average point-hour ratio of 1*7561, Fifteen students were in attend­
ance the fourth sewester in senior college and earned an average 
point-hour ratio of 1*6454* For the fifth and sixth sewester In 
senior college, there were twelve and eleven students respectively, 
who wade average point-hour ratios of 1*7676 and 1*7409* The data 
for the other two groups ere read in a similar manner*
The data indicate thr*t the students made lower grades their 
first sewester in senior college than the average for the Junior 
college work* Students with two semesters* credit in junior college 





























































































































AVERm  l’OIKT-UOUH RATIO VOR W0M13J AX MOB3MSA3T JUNIOR 001X202 AMD MIBT-ffiUB
ra tio  nr am m m  a t Louisiana s ta tr g n v m m
Northeast 
Junior College Louisiana State Oairereity




















2 20 2.1562 20 1.6094 18 1,6246 19 1.7561 19 1.6494 12 1.7676 11 1.7409
3 4 1.4116 4 1.1509 3 1.1438 3 1.4353 8 1.6900 2 1.5750 2 1.9000
4 33 1.6159 @3 1.4796 79 1.4531 73 1.7567 71 1.7710 39 1,6769 12 1.9662
AVg 1.8644 1.4216 1.4766 1.7469 1,7469 1.6936 1.8617
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N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for two semesters* work at Northeast 
H H H  Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
S S S  and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 16
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY WOMEN FOR TWO SEMESTERS* WORK AT
NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER AT
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
4 4 3 3 2 2 2
N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for three semesters* work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 17
POINT-S3UR RATIOS MADE BY WOMEN FOR THREE SEMESTERS* WORK AT 
NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER AT 
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for four semesters* work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 18
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY WOMEN FOR FOUR SEMESTERS* WORK AT
n ortheast junior college and b y semester at
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
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Table XOX presents the combined data contained la tables 
X32TLX and XXTXXX* Xroa tbs dsts it may be noted that each of the 
three groups of students} those who had two? three and Tour samea— 
tezs* work la junior college, made a loser are rage point-hour ratio 
the first semester in senior college than the average point-hour 
ratio made in junior college* The students who entered senior col­
lege with two semesters* work In junior college increased the aver­
age point—hour ratio each semester in senior college, and the 
averages for the fifth and sixth semesters exceeded the average for 
junior college* The fifteen students with three semesters* credit 
in junior college did not equal the average point-hour ratio made 
in junior college until the sixth semester In senior college» and 
for the sixth semester only three students were in attendance* The 
students who entered senior college after taking four semesters* 
work in junior college exceeded the average point-hour ratio made 
in Junior college the third semester in senior college and main­
tained this average the fourth and sixth semesters* The average 
made by tM* group the fifth semester was slightly less than the 
everrge earned In Junior college* The date Indicate that students 
entering Louisiana State University with four semesters* work at 
Northeast Junior College make better grades than the students who 
enter with two and three semesters* credit froie Northeast Junior 
College. The data for table XXIX are presented graphically on 
the following pages.
UBLK u n
AVKRA02 POINT-HOUR RATIO POR ION AND W0NMJ AT MOHXMSA&T JUNIOR 00IX290B AND POINT-HOUR
ra tio  n r mmm  a t Louisiana mwx mmmm
Northeast 
Junior College Louisiana Stats University



















2 63 1,9731 63 1.3048 55 1.3341 47 1.5460 43 1*5268 34 1.6242 31 1.7316
3 15 1.5335 15 1.0630 13 1.1973 13 1.4277 9 1.4079 5 1.1920 3 1.8941
4 190 1.6730 190 1.4093 177 1.6113 151 1.7159 141 1.7170 87 1.6436 35 1.8227
AVg 1.6430 1.3433 1.4054 1.6603 1.6389 1.6204 1.7850 xos
N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for two semesters' work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 19
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN AND WOMEN FOR TWO SEMESTERS' 
WORK AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER 
AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
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N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for three semesters* work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
end sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 20
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN AND WOMEN FOR THREE SEMESTERS’
WORK AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER
AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
N u m b e r  o f  S t u d e n t s
Point-hour ratio for four semesters* work at Northeast 
Junior College
Point-hour ratio for first, second, third, fourth, fifth 
and sixth semester at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 21
POINT-HOUR RATIOS MADE BY MEN AND WOMEN FOR FOUR SEMESTERS* 
WORK AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR COLLEGE AND BY SEMESTER 
AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
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Table XXX presents the average point*hour ratio for men at 
Northeast Junior Goliege and at Louisiana State University la 
specific subjects. Reading from loft to right, the data indicate 
that fifty-seven men took one or more courses in English in both 
junior and senior college* The students earned four hundred twenty* 
nine semester hours credit in English in junior college and five 
hundred aighty-eight quality credits, or a point*hour ratio of 
1.3701. In senior college, these students earned three hundred 
ninety-four quality credits, or a point-hour retio of 1.142Q. The 
average grade nade in aaglish in junior college was .£286 higher 
than the average grade sade in 'English in senior college. The data 
for the other subjects are read in a similar manner.
A comparison of the point-hour ratios made in the different 
subjects in junior and senior college reveals that students made 
higher grades in senior college in i&athematlos, ISconosiics and 
rhyslcs lower grades in senior college in English, History, 
Sociology, Chemistry, Botany sad Zoology. The difference in the 
average for all the subjects in junior and senior college was .0310 
higher in junior college. However, it should be noted again that 
the numbers are too small for drawing any definite conclusions.
The data for table jUOL are shown graphically on the following page.
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T&BLX- JXX
comparison or point-saira ratios for mrn at mobth&ast junior
COLLBGS mo LOUISIANA STATS UNIVERSITY IN ENGLISH,
MATHEMATICSv HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, ISGOMOHICS,
PHYSICS, GHIMX3THY, BOTANY AMD ZOOLOGY
Sorthft&st Junior Collage Louisiana state University
No. Subject Ho.hrs. Q.er
■Pt.-hr. ratio No.hrs. G£„er Pt.-hr.ratio
57 Sagllsh 429 538 1*3706 345 394 1.1420
S3 Mathesaties 258 360 1*3953 197 317 1.6091
25 History 159 309 1.9433 237 441 1.8607
2 - Sociology 9 27 3.0000 30 78 2.4000
31 Beomiof 168 279 1.6607 263 449 1.7072
3 Physles 22 25 1.1363 26 69 2.6333
37 Cheelstry 415 659 1.5879 326 449 1.3773
9 Botany 52 81 1.5576 49 72 1.4653
13 Zoology 
I..... x.u^
107 205 1.9158 120 180 1.5000
S u b j e c t s
1. English 4 . Sociology 7 . Chemistry
2. Mathematics 5 . Economics 8 . Botany
3 . History 6 . Physics 9 . Zoology
Point-hour ratio at Northeast Junior College 
Point-hour ratio at Louisiana State University
FICURE 22
COMPARISON OF POILT-HOUit. RATIOS FOR MLR AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR 
UQLLESE AND LOUISIANA STATS UNIVERSITY IN EKSLISH, 
MATHEMATICS, HIoiCAY, oOdOLOGiT, icCONOMICo,
PhYol US, CHEMISTRY, BOTANY kWJ ZOOLOSY
XI2
Table XXXI presents a comparison of point-hour r»tto@ for 
«e»«& at Northeast Junior Collage and at Louisiana State University 
la specific subjects. Beading the table from left to right it may 
be noted that s event y-thre® students had one or more courses In 
English in junior and senior college. At Hortbeast Junior College 
this group of students earned seven hundred thirty-eight semester 
hours credit In English and one thousand three hundred twenty qual­
ity credits, or a point-hour ratio of 1.7642. At Louisiana State 
University, these students earned seven hundred thirty-five semes­
ter hours credit in ihigllsh and one thousand on® hundred three 
quality credits, or an overage point-hour ratio of 1*506$. The 
average in English for the group was .2576 higher In junior college 
than in senior college. The date for the other subjects are reed 
in a similar manner.
A comparison of the average point-hour ratios for the differ­
ent subjects in junior and senior college indicates that the stu­
dents sale higher grades In Junior college in all subjects except 
Economies, whore the difference was *4500 in favor of senior col­
lege average. The greatest difference in averages made in junior 
and senior college occurred In Mathematics, where the differences 
in the average was *7822*
The difference in the averages made in the two schools may 
be attributed to several factors: (1) the difference in the mark­
ing system used by the two schools; (2) more competition in senior
113
college; or (3) sore individual attention given. to students la 
junior college where the classes were act as large aa classes la 




COMPARISGSi OF FOXST-B3&3 BAT 10 FOR WO&H» M  BF0HTBBA3T JUNIOR 
001X302 AHD LOIISIMA 3UATS UKIFKHSXTY X$ OWLISH* 
2iAT3S&VriC£t tiXSrOHY, 30GI0L00Y& SC€JR(aaOS»
i HifBxcs, cmaaaffixi m> zooho&r
Morthccst Junior College houlaiaaa state Cniveraity
Mo. Subject Ho. hr#. $.er Ft • *hr* ratio No.hrs. Q*cr Pt«-hr*rati©
73 £&gUsh 738 1,320 1*7642 735 1,103 i.som
9 Mathematics 72 136 2*1666 95 132 X.3S44
22 History 141 280 1*9858 L 30® 489 1.5990
2 Sociology 6 18 3*0000 9 21 2*3333
9 met 45 72 1*6000 60 123 2*0500
2 Physics 10 30 3*0000 27 64 2*3705
14 Chemistry 171 263 1*5497 135 204 1*3111
0 Botany 0 0 0 0 0 o
12 zoology 106 183 1*7264 146 235 1*6095
1 2  3 U 5 *> 7 a
S u b j e c t s
1. English A. Sociology 7* Chemis try
2. Mathematics 3* Economics 8 . Zoology
3. History 6 , Physics
H H H  Point-hour ratio at Northeast Junior College
A y y  Point-hour ratio at Louisiana State University
FISUKS 23
COMPARISON OF POINT-HOUR RATIOS FOR WOKEN AT NORTHEAST JUNIOR 
COLLESE AND LOUISIANA STATE UNIVaaSITY IE ENSLISH, MATHEMATICS, 




























































































































COMPARISON OF POIHT-2K>UR RATIOS FOR M M  AM) 3?QM£R AT MORTUEAST 
JUNIOR COLLEGE AND LOUISIANA STATE ONrr&iSITY IN MOLISH, 
MATHEMATICS* HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, mmOMIOS,
PHSSICS, CHEMISTRY, BOTANY AMD ZOOLOGY
Sort boast Junior College Louisiana State University
So. Subject No.hrs. $.ex
\
Pt .-Hr. ratio No.hr©, Q.or Ft .-Hr. ratio
190 SaglisH 1,167 1,908 1.6349 1,080 1,497 1.3861
42 Mathematics 330 516 1.5636 292 449 1.5376
45 EUtozf S00 539 1.9633 543 930 1.7127
4 Sociology 15 45 3.0000 39 93 2.3846
40 Menenles L13 351 1.6478 323 572 1.7708
5 Physics 32 55 1.7187 53 133 2.5094
51 Chaaistry 586 924 1.5767 461 653 1.4164
9 Botany 52 81 1.5576 49 72 1.4693
24 Zoology
*










S u b j e c t s
k. Sociology 7. chemistry
5. Economics 8. Botany
6. Paysics 9- Zoology
at ..ort'neast Junior College 
at Louisiana State University
FIGURE 2k
j F PuluT-HUUft RATIOS FOB. MEL AND *OMEN AT LORTHEaST 
JOLLEGa AL3 LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY L* ENGLISH, 
sKATICS, HISTORY, SOCIOLOGY, ECONOMICS, PHYSICS, 







Table XXXIII presents the disposition made of students mho 
catered Louisiana State University from Northeast Junior College*
Of the teo hundred sixty-seven students who transferred to Louisiana 
State University, one hundred sixty, or sixty per sent were non and 
one hundred seven, or forty per sent were women. One hundred sixty- 
nine students graduated from senior college, eighty-eight, or fifty- 
two per sent were sen and eighty-one, or forty-eight per ©eat were 
women* Thirty students were still in school, twenty-six men and 
four women. Forty-six men end twenty-two women, or sixty-eight of 
the total number of students who transferred to Louisiana State 
University left sehool without graduating- The data indicate that 
the womem who transferred from Northeast Junior College were more 
successful in senior college than the men transfers.
m i  X3QUXX
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DISPOSITION OF STUDffisfTS TRANSFKRKING TO LOUISIANA STATE 






Number of students transferring to 
Louisiana State University 160 60 107 40 267
Hanker of students graduating from 
Louisiana State University 88 82 81 4S 169
somber of students still enrolled 
at Louisiana State University 26 87 4 13 30
Humber of students who left school 
before graduating 46 68 22 32 68
Table XXXIV presents the disposition of the students who 
transferred to Louisiana State University from Mortheast Junior Go1- 
less la teres of high school rank. In the first quint lie division 
thirty-seven ee« and fifty-two women (seventy-nine per sent} gradu­
ated. Seven sen and three women (nine per sent) were still in 
school, and seven asn and seven women (twelve per sent) left school 
before graduating. In the second quint lie division twenty-six wen 
and nineteen women (sixty-four per sent) graduated, seven men end 
one woman (twelve per cent) were still in college, and eight men 
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fhe data l&dieata that students mads slightly higher aver* 
ages in English, Mathematics, iii story, Sociology, Chassis try and 
Zoology in Junior college than in sealer college, A higher aver­
age maa made in senior college in Economics and Zoology*
Of the two hundred sixty-seven students who transferred to 
senior college from junior college, one hundred sixty-nine were 
graduated, thirty were still in school and sixty-eight left school 
before graduation. If graduation from college is used as a criter­
ion for judging success in college, the women transfers were more 
successful in sealer college than the men transfers*
a t
COMPARISON OF AGmsra&M1 MAPI BY STUDB&YS TASCXMG &T-T. 'fEEIR 
W08K AY LOUISIANA STAYS CNIViSiLITy WITH SY0IHSKT8 TSA$B- 
IKmWO TO LOUISIANA STAYS Uftira&SITT FROM MOKIIi- 
FAST JUNIOR GOIMGS
This chapter presents an analysis of the achievement ©f 
students who had all their oollege work at Louisiana Stats Univer­
sity sad the achievement of students transferring to Louisiana 
State University free Northeast Junior College* The students who 
took part of their eolloge training at Northeast Junior College 
will be referred to as th«* transfer group, and the students who 
had all their college training at Louisiana State University will 
be called the university group. Mo definite conclusions can be 
drawn from the ©caparison made in this chapter because of the 
following differences in the two groups. First, the university 
group represent students who had only two semesters9 work In the 
Junior Division at the university and who graduated from the Uni­
versity in four years, whereas, the transfer group represent stu­
dents who transferred from junior college with two, three and four 
sweaters of college credit, and many of the transfer group had as 
asny as ten semesters of collage work. Second, there was more of 
a concentration in the two lowest quintlie divisions for the uni­
versity group than was found for the transfer group. Twenty-two 
per cent of the university group were la the two lower quint lie
125
dlvl&ldM and only eight per cent of the transfer group were this 
lev.
^  date for the students who had all their collage woit at 
Louisiana State University were obtained from chapters II and X of 
an unpublished doctor’s dissertation presented to the Craduate 
Faculty at Louisiana State University by William A. Lawrence.** The 
students In his study began their college work at the beginning of 
the fall sanester 1954, while the present study begins with stu­
dents who entered Northeast Junior College during the years 1935 
through 1941, and later transferred to Louisiana Stats University.
The data for both groups of students will be treated sep­
arately for men and women and for the entire group. The group of 
students having all their work at Louisiana State University will 
shew the achievement the first year at the University and the 
achievement the last three years at the University, while the other 
group win show achievement for two, throe and four semesters9 work 
in junior college and achievement in senior college.
1 William A. Lawrence, WA» Evaluation of Achievement in the 
Various Colleges of the Louisian® State University with Special 
Reference to Certain Aspects of the Junior UlvlBion/9 (unpublished 
Doctor’s dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 
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were nineteen studeate mho** average grades placed thee la the 
above-average group. Twenty-nine students in this division made 
average grades and three students tell la the balew-average group.
A ©caparison of the first qulntlle division for tables X3OT aa& 
XXXFX indicates that thirty-six per coat or the students who had 
all their work at Louisiana State University md© the above-average 
group, sad thirty-seven per seat of the transfer students made aver­
ages which placed thaa in the above-average group* For the seas 
qulntlle division, sixty-cue per cent of the students having all 
their work at Louisiana State University fell In the average group, 
while fifty-eevun per cent of the transfer students made average 
grades. The bslow-average group had three per cent of the students 
In the first qulntlle for the students doing all their college work 
at Louisiana State University and six per cent of the transfer 
students.
Coen the below-average 9 average and above-average groups 
are eoepared for the two groups of students, It may be noted that 
eighteen per cent of the Louisiana State University students SKide 
the ebove-avsrage group and seventeen per cent of the transfer stu­
dents wade grades which placed than In the above-average group. 
Fifty-seven per cent of the Louisiana State University students 
fell in the average group, while sixty—one per cent of the transfer 
group unde average grades* Twenty-five par ©eat of the Louisiana
►3 High school class
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Table XSOTII presents the average for women, la tame of 
high-seheol m k ,  the last three years at Louisiana State Gal varsity* 
This group ©f students had all their ooliege work at Louisiana State 
University. The distribution of the students In the first qulntlle 
division was as follows: sixteen students had average® sufficient
to plane then in the above-average group; thirty-nine students aade 
average grades; and two students fell in the below-aversge group*
Of the one hundred students, tea per cent made below-average grades, 




ATSHAOS FOB LAST T£RS£ YEAHS IN in£RHS OF HIGH SCHOOL
Rahk for m um  mm m s all thsir ooujbe worn:
AT LOUISIANA STATS USIV2SSITS!5
BassKscaBsssasac&snsaBSSBaaBssaHnssa&xsasĝ eaaxsassnnassssmaBs&sssasEsa&ssEssac
















00 1 2 4 39 60 16 S3 37ajHo 2 3 IS 14 00 0 0 17HOOxi 3 0 0 3 100 0 0 0o(0jr| 4 3 S3 4 66 0 0 9b£>
a 5 2 22 7 78 0 0 9
Total 10 10 74 74 16 16 100
Table m w ii presents the average. In t@ms of high so bool 
rank, for the women who transferred to Louisiana Stats University 
fro® Northeast Junior College. The distribution of tbs students
3 William A. Lawrence, ojK cit., p. 167.
X38
la the first quint!le division was as follows; twenty-three stu­
dents woro in the above-avera^e group; fchirty-f iv@ students mads 
average gradesj and four students fell la the bal ow~ average group,
Of the one hundred seven students , twenty-three per sent m&© grades 
which placed them in the above-average group, sixty-four per cent 
of the students fell in the average group* and thirteen per cent 
were in the below-sverage group.
In a comparison of the averages made by students who had 
all their college work at Louisiana Stole University with the aver­
ages wade by tbs students who transferred froa northeast Junior 
College* it way be noted that a higher per cant of transfer stu­
dents wade above-average grades than the group who had all their 
wortc. at the university. Thirteen per cent of the transfer students 
aade belew-average grades and ten per cent of the students having 
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AVSUG3 XH TERMS OF HIGH SCHOOL HM. FOR J£8M MD 
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Table XL I presents the achievement for men the first year 
at Louisiana state University in relation to achievement the last 
three years* Daring the first year there were sixty-five students 
vho eade above-average grades, on© aundred forty-four made average 
grades ft|̂  seventy-six fell in the below—average group* The distri­
bution for the last three years at the University was as follows a
13?
forty-nlae stodtats aada abofa-ataraga grades; ons bandrad sixty-six 
stedeftts sade average grades; and semty students aads beXoa-average 
grades* The data Indicate a tendency for those In the above-average 
group the first year to drop to the average group the last three 
years end those la the below-average group the first year to shift 
slightly to the average group the last three years.
YABLE XL I
AcmevsHSST for urn the first rmn at Louisiana stats
UNIVERSITY IN RELATION TO ACHQ^hCgiFF FOR THE 
LAST t m m  YEARS®
Average















No. * No* % Mo* %
2*0—*3*0 0 0 £3 43 37 57 65
1.0— 1.9 35 24 98 68 11 © 144
0.0—  .9 35 46 40 53 1 1 76
Total ©ft*
_____ 25 166 58 49
I 
M <1 285
9 William A. Lawrence, op. olt., p. 176.
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Table XLIX presents the achievement for men at itortkcast 
Junior Collage In relation to achievement at Louisiana State Uaiv^rw 
slty* In junior college, thirty-six students made grades sufficient 
to place than in the above-average group, ninety-three students made 
average grades and thirty-one students fell in the below-average 
group. After transferring to senior ooliege the distribution was 
as follows: twenty-seven students were in the above-avera&e group;
ninety-eight students were in the average group; and thirty-five 
students fell in the below-avera&e group* The data indicate a 
general shift lug downward in averages after the students transferred 
to senior college.
A comparison of the averages wade by tbs university students 
the last three years at the university with the averages made by 
transfer students in senior college indicates a slight advantage 
for the transfer students, however, the differences in the two groups 
as mentioned above must be kept in wind e?hen any comparison is mad®. 
Seventeen per cent of both groups made above-average grades, sixty- 
one per cent of the transfers wade average grades, while fifty-eight 
per cent of the university group made average grades, and twenty- 
five per cent of the university group wade below-average grades to 
twenty-two per cent for the transfer group.
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TABLE XL 11
h a r a s s ?  FOB ISBN AT NOHTi&AST JUNIOR COLLET IN RELATION 
















He. * No. f No* %
2.0— 3.0 0 0 18 50 18 50 36
1,0— 1*9 22 24 62 66 9 10 93
0*0—  *9 13 42 18 58 0 0 31
Total 35 22 98 61 27 17 160
Table XLIU presents the aehievansat of w o jk q el  the first year 
at Louisiana State University in relation to eohievafasnt the last 
three years of college vork. The average the first year was dietrib 
uted as follows: thirty-six students made above-average grades;
eighty-two students made average grades; and twenty-seven students 
nade belov-average grades. The average the last three years at the 
University indicates a shifting from the above-average group tc 
average group and froa the below-average group to the average group*
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TABLE XL III
A c s i m m m ?  t o r  ^q m m  the first year at Louisiana state




















2*0— 3.0 0 0 15 42 21 58 36
1*0— 1* 9 9 11 70 85 3 4 82
0*0”  *9 7 26 20 74 0 0 27
Total IS 11 105 72 24 17 145
Table XLIV presents the achievement Tor women at Northeast 
Junior College In relation. to aehievenent at Louisiana St? t© Uni­
versity. Forty-three students made abore-aver&ge grades in junior 
collage, fifty-eight students made average grades and six students 
Bade below-aversge grades* In senior college, twenty-five students 
nade above-average grades, sixty-eight students made average grades
* Villi an A* Lawrence, o£. elt., p* 17V*
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and fouptaen f«U 1a the below-avsrage group* There was a tendency 
for those In H i# abOTd-aTerago group la Junior eollege 4© drop to 
the tfofoge fiamp la sailor oolloge, end those in the average group 
la Junior oollogo to drop to the below-avsrege group In senior 
college.
A comparison of the university group with the transfer group 
Indicates that of the transfer group, a higher per cent made grades 
uhieh placed than in the above-average group, a smaller per cent 
were in the average group and a slightly larger per cent fell into 
the beloo ■average group.
TAEU5 XLI7
Acmsraiarr fob $OiW at bobthbast jbkiqh oqll&ks m  bitlatiok 

















- So* f Bo. Bo. %
2.0—-3*0 0 o 19 42 24 58 43
1.0— 1.9 10 17 47 81 1 2 58
0*0"“— *9 4 66 2 33 0 0 6
Total 14 13 68 64 25 23 107
Table XL7 pmtnts tto tfiMftvmmt for m  aad women the 
first year at Louisiana State University In relation to aehievaaent 
the last three years* Tbs distribution of averages for the stu­
dents after one year at the University was as follows; one hundred 
one students made averages whieh placed them in the above-average 
group; tee hundred twenty-six students isade average grades; and one 
hundred three students fell in the below-average group. The data 
indicate that there was a tendency for those la the above-average 
group the first year to drop to the average group the last three 
years, and those in the below-average group the first year to shift 
to the average group the last three years*
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TAHLR XLV
Acnxsrstss? foe mss ahd sroissK tus first ykar at looxsima
STATS OMIVR8SITY XM HRLATICm TO ACHI1S7®ESS5T FOB 
T H 2  B A S T  T S B 38 TBSAHS9
Average
















MO. A Mo. ‘f Mo. %
8.0— 3.0 0 0 43 43 58 57 101
X.O— 1*9 44 20 168 74 14 6 226
0.0—  «9 42 41 60 58 1 1 103
Total 86 20 271 63 73 17 430
Table XLYI presents the achievement for men and women at 
Sertheast Junior College In relation to achievement at Louisiana 
3tate University. In junior college seventy-nine students made 
above-average grades, hut in senior college only fifty-two students 
were able to maintain this average. One hundred fifty-one students 
m»Am average grades in junior college, and in senior college one
9 William A. Lawrence, Ofc. oit.» p. 175.
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hundred tixty-sii student 0 made average grades. Thirty-seven stu­
dents fell la the below-averag© group ia Junior college, and in 
sealer college this nnsber increased to forty-nine students <> There 
m s  & tendency for the above-average group in junior college to drop 
to the average gimp ia senior college, and the average group la 
junior college to drop to the below-sveraga group la senior collage* 
A ooaperieen of the averages nade by the university students 
end the averages of the transfer students indicates that the trans­
fer students aade slightly higher averages thee the university stu­
dents. Twenty per seat of the transfer students sade averages 
sufficient to place then la the above-average group, and seventeen 
per cent of the university group had averages which placed them
{
above average, for the average group, the per cent for each group 
m s  alnoat equal, sixty-two per cent for the transfer students end 
sixty-three per cent for the university group. A slight advantage 
was held by the transfer students in the below-average group, as 
eighteen per cent of the transfer students and twenty per cant of 
the university students fell in this group.
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TAELS XLVI
ACiHSTmaHT FOH MEN AHD WQKSS AT H0BTHKA3T JUNIOR COLLHBE 


















Ho. * HO. % HO. %
2*0’ *3*0 0 0 36 48 41 52 79
1.0— 1.9 32 21 109 72 10 7 151
0*(V—  .9 17 45 19 51 1 3 37
Total 49 13 166 62 52 20 267
sumuahy
The quintile distributions show a definite relationship 
between quintile ranks and college achievement for both the univer­
sity students and the transfer students* students in the upper 
qulntlle division tend to be average and above find in the lower 
qulntlle divisions tend to be average and below* The data for both 
groups show that the women students are less likely to fall below 
average than the wen students*
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The distribations for the loot three years ®t th© uaiwslty 
in of the first-year achievement, for the university group,
shew a definite relationship between achievement the first year and 
MhiiTMini th© last U m  years of collage. Students is tide above- 
average group the first year tend to be average or above the last 
three years, and those ia the average group the first year show a 
greater tendency to drop below average than to rise to the above- 
average group* Those in the below-average group the first year 
tend to rise to the average group the last three years* The sane 
relationship existed for the transfer students when achievement in 
Junior collage was compared with achieveueat in senior college*
The date for the chapter Indicate that, for the total group 
hath wen and soaan, the transfer students had a slightly higher 
average after traneferring to Louisiana state University than the 




T&ls study presents an analysis of junior and senior college 
aellifMint of four hundred sixty students who entered Northeast 
Junior College during the period 1935 through 1941. One hundred 
ninety-three of these students transferred to Louisiana Polytechnic 
Institute after the completion of two, three and four semesters of 
college wort ia Junior college and two hundred sixty-seven trans­
ferred to Louisiana state University upon couplet lag two, three sad 
four ii— istore of Junior college work. The transfers to senior col­
lege ere studied separately for sen and vossa, and then as a whole. 
The criteria used in waking the analysis were the point-hour r^tio 
earned In Junior and s— lor college end the rank in high school 
graduating class*
Achlevomont In Senior College with Two. Three and four 
SreiTfltera Junior College Credit* The average point-hour ratios 
earned by a—  she transferred to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute 
ranged from 1.0520 for two s— esters* credit in junior college to 
1*5534 for students who had four semesters* credit in Junior col­
lege* For the women transfers, the average point-hour rtioa in 
senior college ranged from 1*0222 for the students with two semes­
ters* credit In junior college to 1*4646 for those with four 
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Average of Junior and Senior Collage trades la Terms of High 
School gmrif* Table XLTI1 presents the averages made at northeast 
Jhaier College* Louisiana Polytechnic institute and Louisiana state 
University la teres of high school rank* The four hundred sixty 
otadents la the study were distributed among the quint lie divisions 
as fences: thirty-eight per cent were la the first quint lie divl-
siem, twenty-seven per eaat la the second, twenty-two per cent in 
the third* alas per seat la the fourth, aad four per seat la the 
fifth* Sis one hundred nlnety-three students who transferred to 
Louisiana Polytechnic last 1 tute had the following distribution: 
thirty-two per cent were la the first quintlle division, thirty per 
east in the second, nineteen per seat in the third, fifteen per
eaat In the fourth* sad four per eeat in the fifth. Two hundred
sixty-seven students transferred to Louisiana State University.
The quintlle distribution of these students was as follows: forty-
two per cent were in the first quintlle division, twenty-six per 
eeat In the second, twenty-four per cent in the third, four per
eeat la the fourth, and four per cent In the fifth. la comparing
the above figures it will be noted that the students who transferred 
to Louisiana State University were slightly superior to the students 
who transferred to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute when using high 
school rank as the criterion for judging superiority.
The data for junior college work indicate that of the four 
hundred sixty students, twenty-six per cent made above-average ,
ISO
gradee, fiftywfiT* per cent made average grades and nineteen per 
cent fell in the below-average group. The grades for the students 
who transferred to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute were distributed 
as follows: sixteen per eeat made above-average grades, fifty-
eight per eeat mere in the average group and twenty-six per cent 
fell in the below■ average group* The transfers to Louisiana state 
University sere distributed as follows: twenty per cent were in
the above-average group, sixty-two per cent in the average group, 
an i eighteen per eeat In the below-average group. A comparison 
of the Louisiana Polytechnic Institute group with the Louisiana 
State University group indicates a slight superiority for the stu­
dents who transferred to Louisiana State University, however, 
these students were slightly superior to the group who transferred 
to Louisiana Polytechnic Institute*
High school rank
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collage than the students made who transferred to Louisians 
Polytechnic Institute.
TABLE XLVIII
MCdLximssrr ran m&t and mourn ik jwior and smigr
college
Afapag*














Bo* % Bo. % No- h
2.0— 3.0 2 3 16 40 22 55 40
1.0— 1.9 19 19 76 76 7 5 102
0*(L» .9 30 59 ** 20 39 1 2 51
Total 51 26 112 58 30r 16 193*
Louisiana State University
2«0~3*0 0 0 38 48 41 52 79
i«0»l« 9 32 21 109 72 10 7 151
0 «0**- *9 17 46 19 51 1 3 37
Total 49
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oate slightly higher averages 1a senior college 1a Snglish, Math­
ematics , History, Scoacnaicc and Physics , aad slightly lower averages 
Is esmier college 1a Chests try and Zoology. The student a who trans­
ferred to Louleiasa State University made slightly higher averages 
la sealer college la Economics and Physios, and slightly lower aver­
ages la Scgllsh, Mathematics, History, Sociology, Chemistry, Botany 
e d  Zoology. The averages made la Chemistry and Zoology in both 
sealer collages sere loser than the averages made la these subjects 
la Junior collage.
Disposition of Junior College Transfers in Hoalor College la 
Teres of High School Baal. Table XLIX presents the disposition of 
the students mho transferred from hortheast Junior College to 
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute and to Louisiana State University 
in relation to high school rank. The data shoe that of the one 
hundred ninety-three students who entered Louisiana Polytechnic 
Institute from Northeast Junior College, forty-eight per cent were 
graduated, ten per cent were still in school, and forty-two per 
cent left college before graduating. Two hundred sixty-seven stu­
dents transferred to Louisiana State University from Northeast 
Junior Collage. Sixty-three per cent of this number were graduated, 
twelve per cent were still in school, and twenty-five per cent left 
school before graduating.
A comparison of the data from the two colleges Indicates that 
fifteen per cent more of the students who entered Louisians &tato
i m
University graduated than the students who entered Louisiana Poly- 
technic Institute, two per cent more were still in college, and 
seventeen per cent less dropped out of school before graduating* 
According to the date presented, more women graduated then men in 
both senior colleges* Sixty-four of the ninety-three (sixty-nine 
per cent) graduates at Louisians Polytechnic Institute were in the 
tme upper quintlle divisions, and one hundred thirty-four of the 
one hundred sixty-nine (seventy-nine per eeat) graduates at Louisi­
ana State University were in the first two quintlle divisions.
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CaiPigliWi of Achievement of Junior College Transfers with 
Aehlgm«ft of University Students, A comparison of the average 
polfit-̂ ioar ntioe made at Louisiana State University by students 
who transferred from Northeast Junior College with the average 
point-hoar ratios made the last three years by Louisiana State Uni­
versity students indieates that the transfer students made slightly 
better averages than the university students. Twenty per cent of 
the transfer students node above-average grades In senior college 
®s coopered to seventeen per cent for the university group. For 
the average group, the per cent was almost equal for the transfers 
and university students, but the transfer students held a slight 
advantage over the university students for the below-everage group, 
as eighteen per cent of the transfer students and twenty per cent 
of the university students fell in the below-everage group. The 
probable reason for the difference in the two groups is stated at 
the beginning of this chapter.
Conclusions. On the basis of the study as presented, the 
following conclusions seen Justified:
1. The academic training received by students at Northeast 
Junior College is preparing then reasonably well for further 
academic training in senior colleges.
2. There is little difference in the quality of training 
received by *nd women, as both groups make approximately 
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